Shirin Neshat
Shirin Neshat, an Iranian born artist, lives in self-imposed exile. Her artwork is beautiful, provocative and crosses the bounds of western and Iranian culture. It embodies many different ideas, some which conflict with one
another. She treads the line between different stereotypes that western culture imposes on Muslim women and
even Muslim ideals for women.
The world that Shirin Neshat left when her forward-thinking father sent her to the United States to study differs
from the world she returned to. It was a culture shock to the Iranian born artist. The world she knew had been
turned upside down by Ayatollah Khomeini and his theocratic Muslim government (Cohen n.d.).
Before the Iranian revolution of 1979, the Iran that Shirin Neshat knew had still existed. A Shah, Reza Pahlavi,
had ruled Iran. The Shah wanted to Westernize Iran, something that Neshat’s father, a physician, had supported
(Dabashi 2013). Because of this, Neshat had been sent to the US to attend high school and college – where she
would earn her MFA.
The Shah’s desire for Iran to become westernized had angered many of Iran’s people. A major change that the
Shah had made was giving women more rights (Harrison n.d.). In more urban areas, women threw off their veils
and wore western clothing. Women gained the right to vote and were given more options – they could work
and gain an education however, high education was still hard to obtain (Harrison n.d.). While these changes
appeared great, in more rural areas, such things were not quite enforced. Even when women removed their veils,
they still remained in doors – perhaps even more so since they did not have the protection of their veil (Harrison
n.d.).
The Shah didn’t just make education more available for women; he made it easier for everyone to go to school.
Universities and libraries were created under Reza Pahlavi. The shah even tried to help the economy – he removed British control from the oil industry but wealth was still unevenly distributed (Harrison n.d.). This, along
with giving women more rights, upset many of his citizens. This helped lead to the downfall of the Shah.
Because of the major the changes that the Shah instilled, especially with women, he had alienated himself from
religious clerics. This includes Ayatollah Kohmeini (Cohen n.d.). Khomeini’s theocratic government appealed
to the traditional Muslims of Iran especially and so, in 1979, people overthrew the Shah and his government. In
place of the mostly westernized culture that Shirin Neshat knew was now a very traditional Muslim society and
government. Once again, women were required to wear chador when they left the home (Cohen n.d.). Once
again, their sphere revolved around the home.
This major change in culture threw off the Iranian artist and it took her some time to find her voice in order to
create the art that we now see. In fact, before she created the art that we now see, Shirin Neshat had taken ten
years off from being an artist (Dabashi 2013). Trained as a painter, Neshat felt she had nothing new to add to the
art world. She was inspired to create art once more once returning to Iran and sorting through her inner turmoil.
Neshat chose use of photography as means to express herself. With this, she was able to connect with her connection to photojournalism. She felt that photos presented reality in a way that painting could not.
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Later, Neshat chose to turn to video; it was, for her, a continuous picture (Neshat 1993). Even when working with
photography, it was not in the traditional sense. Neshat was more a director than a photographer. She worked
with others to create her work; an example is her body of art: Women of Allah. The artist is the model within
these pieces and this was her first body of work she produced since coming back into art.
Women of Allah deals with women in the traditional Chador and this series is shrouded with themes and challenging ideas. Westerners expect Iranian women, or those in such clothing, to be in need of saving. Eastern
expectations are that these women are docile, submissive. Neshat challenges these ideals by the positioning and
the content of her photos. Persian martyrdom poems written by women are scrawled across these photos, complimenting the photos. These women wear expressions that are at odds with what they are doing within these
photos.
One photo of the series is that of a woman’s face, a gaudy earring of a barrel of a gun appearing next to her face; this photo is
“Speechless” from The Women of Allah series. The woman’s gaze,
despite having a gun so close to her face, is unflinching. The woman is determined and does not appear scared. The woman within
the photo is determined to express her herself despite the oppression of her culture and other surrounding ideals. She yearns to be
herself and still hold true to her beliefs. The gun in the photo does
not appear threatening despite being what it is; it is, instead, complimenting the confliction of emotions on the woman’s face (Blei
2011). The face is a powerful tool when it comes to expression: be
it emotional or otherwise. The eyes can be particularly expressive.

Neshat, Shirin. Speechless. 1996. Women of Allah.

“Rebellious Silence” continues with photos from The Women of
Allah series. Here, a woman holds a gun, vertical, against her face.
This divides her in half; this division relates to the differences in
Western and Iranian culture, between the expectations and how
they wish to live and the misconceptions that the West hold of Iranian women. Here, the chador is confinement as well as a type of
freedom: the woman is still concealed and so she is hidden however, because her body is hidden, she is not a sexual object. This is a
thing that westerners can look over when they see veils that cover
a woman’s body. They see it as confinement as opposed to something that protects the women. Not all women wanted to case off
the chador.

Neshat, Shirin. Rebellious Silence. 1994. Women of
Allah.
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Another photo is “I Am Its Secret”, 1993. Here, Shirin
Neshat confronts the viewer with secretive, seductive eyes. It is all that is visible of the face. Heavy
kohl around the eyes accentuates the curve of the
eyes. Attention is further brought back to the eyes
by the swirling black of the chador and the Persian
poem written in ink present on the woman’s face.
Neshat’s choice to place the ink on these photos gives
credence to the tattooing traditions present in the
Middle East and it’s past (Neshat 1993).
Here, where the eyes are the focus, the viewer still
sees a stereotype of Muslim women, due to the model’s dress. However, instead of the expected downcast
eyes of a submissive woman, one who is meant to be
pure and not knowledgeable in the ways of passion,
the viewer is given a woman who knows something
and feels something. She stares directly at the viewer,
refusing the downcast her eyes. There is a feeling of
doubt, of wanting something different. The chador
that masks her, masks who she is, keeping her secrets.
The woman beneath the chador is its secret.
The poem, “I Will Greet the Sun Again”, which is
scrawled across this image adds further dimension to
this photo . There is a repetition of the words “I will”
within this poem; the woman is claiming stake in her
future in that things will change. She will experience
Neshat, Shirin. I am Its Secret. 1993. Women of Allah.
things that were taken from her. One such line is the
opening line, “I will greet the sun again…” (Coates 2010). Here, the woman reveals how she longs to feel the sun
again and that she will achieve. The constricting dress of her religion will not hold her back forever. The mention
of her “mother” and “the girl” can be interpreted that these feelings have been continuing on for generations.
This poem could be considered the culmination of what is present in the woman’s eyes of the photo.
Yet another piece from the Women of Allah series is “Way in Way Out”.
This photo is black and white, as the other photos are. Neshat chose this to
give the photos the appearance of being from newspaper clippings. These
photos have a timeless feel to them because of this. This choice goes hand
in hand with Neshat’s fascination with photojournalism (Neshat 1993).
The woman in this photo, while still wearing a chador, it is white instead
of the typical black. This takes the religious garment to another level of
holiness and purity; it bespeaks the ideals for women in this culture. Their
worth can be determined by their purity. Her positioning is that of praying. It is as if she is praying what is written in calligraphy upon her cloak,
“Give a hand so I can hold a hand…” (Saiful 2012). The gun laying next to
her is at odds with the religious symbol is presented. This woman represents the women in Iranian culture who are expected to remain hidden
but who long to have a stronger voice. They want to better their standing
in society and to gain back rights they previously lost or never had (Saiful
2012).
Neshat, Shirin. Way In Way Out.
1994. Women of Allah.
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The final photo selected from the Women of Allah series is
“Grace Under Duty”. Here, a woman stares steadily at the
camera while pointing a revolver towards that camera. While
her face and hands are exposed, the revolver covers her mouth.
The revolver is her choice of how to speak. She is not taking
the stereotypical role of silence with her head down but instead
challenging with an object that potentially can kill someone.
Words can be used in such a way, doing harm where they go.
They can destroy just like the bullets from the revolver. The
revolver is akin to her mouth; it is a way to communicate. It can
be through violence or through words. This woman appears,
perhaps, on the verge of violence.
Eventually, Shirin Neshat’s work expanded into video. Some
of these videos were split screen projection. This was often to
give a feeling of division and to offer a stark contrast to what is
being shown.
One split screen project that Shirin Neshat created was Soliloquy, 1999. Here is a woman, present on both screens. There is a
western city in one projection and an Iranian city in the other.
The woman stands still, contemplating her surroundings and
thinking of the other part of her world. She loves both pieces of
her world for their own reasons and finds herself wistful for the
other.

Neshat, Shirin. Grace Under Duty. 1994. Women
of Allah.

These two videos were projected on opposite walls of the exhibition. The viewer, just like the woman, therefore had to choose
to be in one place at a time, leaving just a little bit of herself
behind in the other place. Here Neshat confronts her feelings
about her home of origin and the western world she had come
to love. There is a sense of loss no matter the place the woman
is within these videos. They contain no others but the woman,
who appears isolated.

Neshat, Shirin. Soliloquay. 1999.
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Neshat, Shirin. Turbulent. 1998.

Another woman, in Shirin Neshat’s piece, Turbulent, 1998, is isolated as well. This is another split screen projection. In this piece, on one screen, a group of men and a singer are presented. These men are all dressed similarly
and the male singer has a public audience. He begins to sing, it is a love song. While he sings, he faces towards
the camera, a lone woman faces away on the other. When he completes this section, the attention is finally
brought to the woman on the other screen. Her face is not revealed until the camera moves around her to the
front.
The man, who had stopped singing, is entranced by this woman. Here, the woman, while isolated, is beautiful.
Something ethereal and separate from the men. While she sings, there are no lyrics. They are guttural, primeval
sound – this makes the woman appear closer to nature, something more basic and simple. She is alone; Iranian
women were banned from singing in public, despite the rich history before of women singing (Candace 2010).
Her performance is more beautiful, holds more passion but it lacks the applause that the man gained from his
audience. The woman should not even be there, let alone singing. She is in a place that became a part of a man’s
world where woman are forbidden to go.
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Neshat, Shirin. Rapture. 1999.

In another video installation, Rapture, 1999, Neshat exploits stereotypes of the sexes. She, in a sense, reverses
what is associated with men and women. Opening with a fortress and desert, the viewer is introduced to the
setting. Hundreds of men, similarly dressed once more, head to the fortress from one source. A similar number
of women in chador arrive in the desert from various points. The men, after arriving, do a variety of tasks – some
mundane and others that just do not make sense (About this Artwork: Rapture n.d.). The women, on the other
hand, have a destination and a goal – they make their way across the desert and launch a boat with six of them
within it.
This video, with the chaos and illogic behavior of men, confronts the idea that women are likes this – irrational
and wild. The women, on the other hand, embody the ideal of men – that they create an ordered, logical and
ordered culture (About this Artwork: Rapture n.d.). Instead of being stuck within a home, a building that the fortress could represent, the women are actually out and about to accomplish something. They are not left behind
and forced to stay in an enclosure.
Consistently throughout her work, Neshat challenges many ideas: the western’s perception of Islamic women,
the role of women in Islamic culture, women’s dress and rights and the duality between the genders and the east
and west. After returning to Iran, Shirin Neshat finally found her voice for art. She wasn’t imitating anyone and
instead, she was challenging her viewers with her art. She places herself at risk with her artwork, especially in
Iran. Despite the controversies and the self imposed exile, Shirin Neshat chooses to continue to create work that
continues to inspire and provoke.
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